#LHINDDevOpsPlatform

Dock
and Live DevOps
DevOps is rapidly becoming the industry standard in IT development. Thanks to options,
such as modern provision of applications and infrastructure, shorter project durations
and abstraction of technical complexity, all companies who live DevOps are in a position
to promptly implement market and business requirements.
For many companies, however, setting up their own DevOps environment is very costly
and ties up valuable resources that are then lacking for important development projects.

LHIND DevOps Platform
The LHIND DevOps Platform is your
trailblazer for immersion in the world
of DevOps and offers extensive
options for implementing your agile
projects based on approved security
standards.
With its modular concept, the LHIND
DevOps Platform focuses precisely
on your current requirements, and
can be expanded and scaled as
needed. You decide, entirely based
on your current needs, which building blocks at which service depths
work best for you.
If you want professional operation of
your applications beyond this, please
contact us.

Agile and flexible development
with the Openshift Container
Platform
Use the huge benefits of the Container
Platform for your development, also in
combination with modern database
technologies. Whether you want to host
your applications in containers or would
like a dedicated cluster: We tailor our
offer precisely to your use case.

Continuous delivery via Build
Chain
Our Build Chain offers you the entire
package: starting with a git repository
through a buildserver up to a location for
saving the artifacts that are generated.
Here you can also just use individual
components. Whether you want to use
your own Build Chain in combination
with additional LHIND DevOps Platform
blocks or decide on our Build Chain solution is entirely up to you. We are flexible.

Analytics platform as a service

Database services

Analytics platform as a service permits
fast development and use of high-performance, cost-efficient and scalable
analytics applications in the cloud. Here,
too, you can select flexibly among different modules. For example, the analytics
workbench for data exploration paired
with big data options, or the development of AI applications, combined with
DevOps tools, such as a Build Chain
pipeline.

As part of database services, LHIND
offers fully managed or self-managed
services for SQL and noSQL databases.
This service is available via the LHIND
DevOps Platform individually or in combination with additional modules. In
addition, LHIND also offers a database
administration service, which always
keeps an eye on the services’ performance and is used to provide customerfocused support to you.

Security compliance and
governance
Compliance with security standards and
governance on the entire platform level
is, of course, our responsibility.

Infrastructure as a service
Whether cloud, on-prem or hybrid cloud
infrastructure, the LHIND DevOps Platform is based on secure and highly available solutions.

Your benefits at a glance

Fully managed container
platform for your applications

Fast deployment, including
tests

Cost transparency and
control

Access to numerous data lake
solutions

Integrated platform security
and control

Short ramp-up times
and efficient application
development

24x7 AMS operation,
monitoring and support

Operation, maintenance,
further development up to
the platform’s top level

Your IT operating organization
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